
Check Out Brown Jordan’s Best-Selling Dining Tables & Summer Clearance Sale 

Written by Christina Silvestri

Whether you wish to create an intimate desert oasis or a grand space to host and entertain, Brown Jordan at Scottsdale Quarter has
all of your outdoor furniture needs covered.

Now is the perfect time to invest in beautiful and long-lasting outdoor furniture at Brown Jordan’s floor model and summer clearance sale. From
now through Aug. 21st, visit Brown Jordan’s Scottsdale showroom to enjoy deep discounts up to 70 percent off on select furniture while
supplies last.

As the leading name in luxury outdoor furniture since 1945, Brown Jordan offers beautiful, high quality furniture that complements any home
design, from the elegantly traditional to the eclectically modern.

Add a personal touch to your outdoor space and get inspired with these dining tables that rank among the most popular at Brown Jordan
Scottsdale:

Pasadena Dining Table

With its understated and sophisticated design by John Caldwell, Pasadena (pictured above) is a nod to mid-century design and the birthplace of
Brown Jordan Company. The sleek collection frame features a smooth, flat aluminum extrusion that is gently curvilinear. Sweeping lines seen
on the arms and back legs highlight the beauty of the chair's construction. The entire collection is available in Versatex and Padded mesh
options.

Campaign Sling Dining Table

Inspired by the formality and pageantry of imperial design motifs, Campaign is a cast and extruded aluminum collection featuring sling and
woven seating options. Handsome details include a cast finial on the arms, cast buns around each joint and at the feet, and epaulets grounding
the cross-braces. The woven seat and bucket is fully upholstered, wrapping around front and back, a signature design element of all Brown
Jordan woven product.

Verge Dining Table

Verge celebrates one of the most influential designs of the 20th century with its Bauhaus styling. The collection features a powder-coated
tubular aluminum framework that is tautly upholstered with a durable Versatex mesh and fitted with stylishly fashioned cushions in UV resistant
Suncloth fabrics. The notable mesh panels are held in place by an exclusive vinyl spline technology that results in a clean, refined indoor look
with an outdoor application. Tubular legs with foot caps ground the chair, while seats are complemented with scalloped cushions and pillows
provide a timeless minimalistic design.
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Luna Dining Table

Celebrated designer Michael Berman created this graceful dining and lounge collection that puts a fresh, modern spin on the Hollywood
Regency style. Rich in finely crafted details, Luna elevates the aesthetic of any exterior setting—a private residence, estate property, exclusive
club or boutique hotel and resort.

For more information, call Brown Jordan at 480.998.1142, or visit brownjordan.com.

Brown Jordan at Scottsdale Quarter is located at 15345 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite K190, Scottsdale 85254.
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